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Hey Eddi, here are the answers (Patrick).   
 
Q1: What is the last Album you bought/downloaded? 
 

The last album I bought was "COPE"  
by Manchester Orchestra. 

 
Q2: What would be your favorite Band LineUp (Artists involved) 
and why? 
 

My favorite lineup would have to be Manchester Orchestra,  
Brand New and me withoutYou.  

All of those bands make powerful,  
original music and can put on a hell of a show. 

 
Q3: What´s the instrument you would love to be able to play 
(Studio/live)? 
 

I wish I could play drums. 
 
Q4: What is your favorite Song Line (catchiest hook line) you heard 
so far? 
 

The song "At  The Bottom" by Brand New  
has 3 or 4 examples of my favorite lyrics at the moment.  

My favorite would have to be  
"I stole bricks from the dam almost everyday,  

Now  I'm drowning in the flood I've made.  
Explain myself to me on the other side.  

Gonna want some answers when I die." 
 
Q5: Do you feel music streaming is a blessing or a curse? 
 

Music streaming is a blessing and a curse.  
Anyone can hear our music, and that is amazing.  

It really can't be understated.  
But I feel music has become greatly devalued  

in exchange for making it much more accessible. 
 
 



Q6: What artist is the most inspiring these days? 
 

Damien Jurado. Brand New. Manchester Orchestra. 
 
Q7: Can you imagine giving away an album for free? 
 

We've given plenty of CDs away for free. 
 
Q8: What was the most intense experience during recording 
sessions? 
 

This past session, we finished playing a show in SF at 2am  
and drove 8 hours down to LA to begin recording at 10am.  

It was exhausting but the songs came out fantastic. 
 
Q9: What was the longest leg of a tour so far without being at 
home? 
 

We've only managed to stay out on the road for 2 weeks at a time.  
Hoping to change that very soon. 

 
Q10: Is Madonna too old for bodysuits? (ok, you can leave this one 
out :-) 

Hell no. 
 

Patrick 
BONNIE & THE BANG BANG 


